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An “Egyptianising” Underworld judging an Assyrian 




Introduction: past scholarship and summary of content 
This paper offers some new perspectives on VAT 10057, also known as The 
Underworld Vision of an Assyrian Prince: a composition often regarded as somewhat 
mysterious (Foster 2005: 832). The possibility of some of its peculiarities being 
somehow connected to Egypt has already been proposed in passing by Ataç (2004: 
69, 71) and Radner (2009: 226), but neither has gone on to explore this matter in 
depth. This article proposes a more detailed analysis of the evidence. 
 
One must begin by providing some background information on VAT 10057 and its 
unique content. The tablet was excavated at Assur, very probably in the library of an 
incantation priest (Köcher 1957-58: 87)
2
. It was found alongside two omen tablets, 
four lexical lists, and a range of incantation texts including tablets of the Šurpu series 
against curses and the Maqlû series against witchcraft (Pedersén 1986: 81-82). VAT 
10057 was originally published by Ebeling (1931), but this initial work was soon 
improved upon by von Soden (1936). An English translation was subsequently 
produced (Speiser 1969), followed two decades later by an updated English edition in 
SAA 3 (Livingstone 1989: 68-76) which serves as the basis for this study.  
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 The exact nature of the findspot was not recorded, but can be deduced from the overall 
excavation plan and studies of the corpus of other tablets from the same findspot, which have 
collectively been categorised as “Texte der magischen Literatur” (Köcher 1957-58: 87). 
There can be little doubt that VAT 10057 is late Neo-Assyrian in date, as it refers to 
Nineveh as the preeminent āl bēlūti (“city of lordship”) and alludes to Sennacherib’s 
work on the Babylonian Akitu Temple (von Soden 1936: 3). The text, which is not 
known from any other tablets, is highly fragmentary in the beginning. The opening 
(obv. 1-9) may involve a divination and offering ceremony, after which an unnamed 
character apparently neglects the gods and begins hoarding royal wealth. This is 
probably Kummâ, the Assyrian prince who subsequently descends to the Underworld. 
The ensuing description of events in Nineveh and Assur is almost entirely lost (obv. 
10-19), but after it the character becomes deeply upset and some evil affects him 
(obv. 19-24). Eventually Kummâ, now mentioned by name, enters a temple and 
invokes Allatu, a chthonic goddess seemingly synonymous with Ereskigal (obv.29-
30). His aims are unclear, although he does mention the “day of my destined death” 
(obv.33). Kummâ apparently then incubates a very negative dream (obv. 35-36), again 
poorly preserved but culminating in Ereskigal offering him help. On awakening, he 
weeps bitterly and prays to Ereskigal (obv.37-38). 
 
The reverse of the tablet is much better preserved. Kummâ has a second dream, now 
recounted in the first person, where he sees the Underworld. He recognises and 
salutes multiple composite beings (rev. 2-9), which has been interpreted as evidence 
of him possessing prior knowledge of what the Underworld contains (Wiggermann 
1997: 224). Next he encounters Nergal, ruler of the Underworld. Kummâ is terrified 
as Nergal initially intends to kill him, but his adviser Isum intervenes (rev. 14-17). 
Nergal then accuses Kummâ of insulting his wife Ereskigal (rev. 18), threatens 
Kummâ with utter destruction if he forgets him, and promises distress, oppression and 
sleeplessness (rev. 20-21). Next, a corpse of a great ruler located in the Underworld is 
said to be Kummâ’s father (rev. 22-26). Kummâ is then dismissed, and wakes up. The 
narrative switches back into the third person, and Kummâ is shown to be more upset 
than ever before, scooping up street dust into his mouth and lamenting his harsh fate 
(rev. 29-32).  
 The narrative concludes with three more lines about a corrupt scribe changing his 
ways after seeing Kummâ’s suffering. It is very unclear where the connection 
between this scribe and Kummâ lies, although it is tempting to suggest that this 
ending may be designed to give the composition a clear didactic function relevant to 
the scribal, scholarly environment in which it may have originated. How this might 
relate to its place in the library of an incantation priest is open to many 
interpretations, although naturally teaching and learning do seem appropriate for such 
a setting.  
 
It has been highlighted that this text seems to have “no other parallel” in Assyrian 
literature (Tadmor et al. 1989: 41), which raises profound questions about both its 
origin and function. Attempts have been made to link the narrative of VAT 10057 
both to other literary traditions (e.g. West 1997: 156, 187, 292, 537; Sanders 2009) 
and to historical figures. Most notably, it has been suggested that this text was the 
forerunner of subsequent Jewish revelation literature and the Vision of Daniel in 
particular (Kvanvig 1981; Day 1985: 155, 159). In terms of historical connections, 
Kummâ has been viewed as representing a son of Esarhaddon, most likely 
Assurbanipal (von Soden 1936: 7-8; Livingstone 1989: xxviii; Foster 2005: 833), 
although it has been observed that the description of the royal corpse better matches 
Sennacherib (von Soden 1936: 7; Livingstone 1989: 74). If so, it is possible that the 
corpse is not stricto sensu the father of Kummâ, but rather a forefather – which would 
fit Sennacherib. In this case, the mention of the father of Kummâ (rev. 26) is likely to 
allude not to the corpse, but to the living king reigning at the time – probably 
Esarhaddon (von Soden 1936: 7). In any case, should Kummâ indeed represent an 
historical ruler, interesting questions arise regarding the purpose of the composition: 
whether it was written by the king’s supporters emphasising his supreme wisdom and 
divine connections, or by opponents highlighting his loss of divine support. Finally, 
the scribe mentioned in the final lines has been tentatively linked to Urad-Gula 
(Foster 2005: 833), a leading scholar in the court of Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, 
who was eventually dismissed from court but then vainly tried to regain royal favour. 
Proposals of this kind can neither be proved nor disproved, but they do illustrate the 
wide scope for interpretation inherent in the work. 
 
The Egyptian dimension 
In his analysis of the content, Ataç (2004: 69, 71) remarks that the royal corpse in the 
Underworld is strikingly Osirian and hence evocative of Egypt, as is the presence of 
chthonic deities wielding knives. Radner (2009: 226) does not identify specific 
“Egyptianising”3 passages in the work, but instead suggests a broader relation of the 
plot as a whole to the emergence of an Egyptian community of scholars in the late 
Neo-Assyrian palace context. This last phenomenon is of considerable importance: 
with Neo-Assyrian expansion reaching, and eventually entering, Egypt, interaction 
between the two cultures was becoming ever more fluid. Senior Egyptian figures, 
including children of the Pharaoh Taharqa, arrived in the Assyrian homeland (Borger 
1956: 98-99; Kahn 2004: 109-12; Zamazalová 2011). Shortly before this time, 
Egyptian scholars were already recorded among the recipients in the Nimrud Wine 
Lists (Kinnier Wilson 1972: 63) and several detailed studies have shown that their 
numbers may have increased shortly  thereafter (Huber 2006; Radner 2009). 
Furthermore, a number of high-ranking Egyptian scribes, military figures and nobles 
had apparently settled in Nineveh after originally being brought there as prisoners by 
Sennacherib after the battle of Eltekeh in 701 BCE (Radner 2012). Owing to their 
high status, it is likely that some of these figures would have enjoyed access to the 
royal court and the highest echelons of Assyrian society. 
 
Perhaps resulting from this arrival of Egyptian people or military plunder, the late 
Neo-Assyrian period also witnessed apparent Egyptian influences on royal 
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representational art (Feldman 2004: 145-49), amulets, and other forms of material 
culture (Pedersén & Troy 1993; Thomason 2004: 157-61). Indeed, the god Nabû is 
believed to have on occasion been worshipped as Horus in 7
th
 century BCE Assur 
(Radner 1999: 74), a city where evidence of a notable Egyptian presence has been 
established both through analysis of administrative documents (Pedersén 1986: 125-
29; Radner 2000: 101; Radner 2015: 59) and through studies of artefacts, such as 
Egyptian alabaster vessels found on the site (Onasch 2010). It is thus perhaps no 
coincidence that this city was also the findspot of VAT 10057.  
 
The “Egyptianising” features of VAT 10057 
The following section will analyse specific sections of VAT 10057, which appear to 
have Egyptian parallels. Of these, the first instance is considered principal evidence, 
as the similarities between this very specific description and Egyptian scenes are such 
that pure coincidence must be considered very unlikely. The subsequent instances 
cannot be identified as connected to Egypt with the same degree of confidence, but a 
link still seems quite possible in the light of the principal evidence.   
 
The god upon a kušû – an Assyrian “Horus on the Crocodiles”? 
When Kummâ looks around the Underworld during his second vision, one of the 




 rev.4 šēdu lemnu qaqqadu qātā ša amēlī agû apir šēpā erê(?) ina šēpī 
 šumēlišu kušê kabis 
 
 The Evil Genie (had) the head and hands of a human, was crowned with a 
 tiara (and had) the feet of an eagle(?). With his left foot he was standing on a 
 kušû (crocodile). 
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 Normalization by the present writer, after transliterations in Livingstone 1989: 68-76. 
 Central to the interpretation of this passage is the identity of the kušû, which has long 
been mysterious. The translation first suggested was crocodile (von Soden 1936: 22); 
by far the best fit to the available lexical evidence which points to a predatory aquatic 
animal with sharp teeth and a useful hide (e.g. Farber 1974: 204; Loktionov 2014
5
). 
However, as crocodiles are not native to Mesopotamia (van Buren 1939: 96), many 
scholars considered this unfeasible. Translations of “shark” (Landsberger 1962:  89-
94), “turtle” (Cohen 1973: 203-10) and “crab” (Labat & Malbran-Labat 1994: 231) 
have all been proposed, but none gained wide acceptance.  
 
The “crocodile” translation endured throughout this period of dispute (e.g. 
Livingstone 1989: 71; Foster 2005: 835; Cohen 2011: 50-51; 218), gradually 
eclipsing the alternatives. It has now been firmly rehabilitated, as depictions of 
crocodiles have been discovered in a range of Mesopotamian settings (Civil 1998: 12-
13; Loktionov 2014: 166). This shows that there was an awareness of the animal, 
removing the only impediment for suggesting this logical translation.  
 
While not confirmed for Mesopotamia, it is noteworthy that crocodiles were certainly 
seen as symbols of Egypt in the Classical world. For instance, they occur on coins of 
the Roman Principate representing Egypt (e.g. Levi 1948: 30; Carson 1980: 8), as 
well as in Latin literary sources describing Egypt (Glare 1982: 460). Cicero 
mentioned the crocodile first in his discussion of animals revered in Egypt, 
emphasising the importance and honour attached to it (Rackham 1967: 78), while 
centuries earlier Herodotus had already emphasised the unique role of crocodiles in 
Egyptian culture (Godley 1920: 356-57). It seems highly likely that crocodiles had a 
similar “Egyptianising” reputation in Mesopotamia, as depictions of them were 
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commonly found on explicitly Egyptian or Egyptian-influenced material culture 
(Civil 1998: 12-13; Loktionov 2014: 166).  
 
However, the picture becomes much more firmly Egyptian when the crocodile is 
considered in the wider context of the description: namely, a part-human part-avian 
deity standing atop it. One well-known part-human part-avian deity from Egypt is 
Horus
6
 – who seems to have been worshipped at Assur (Radner 1999: 74), and who, 
most strikingly, is known to stand atop crocodiles in Egyptian iconography (Seele 
1947; Ritner 1989). Examples of cippi-stelae showing Horus in this position have 
been discovered at Susa (Abdi 2002: 209) and Nippur (Johnson 1975: 146)
7
. This 
combination of factors makes it very difficult to posit that this scene is entirely devoid 
of Egyptian influence. 
 
The nature of this influence remains elusive. Egyptians saw Horus as a benevolent 
deity, and the scenes of him standing on crocodiles are apotropaic (Ritner 1989). This 
is obviously very different to the šēdu lemnu (“evil genie”) described here, but 
perhaps this can be expected as an Assyrian composition would probably re-interpret 
initially Egyptian motifs in its own way. Indeed, a transformation from beneficent 
god to evil genie might be unsurprising considering the wars between Assyria and 
Egypt, where Horus was closely linked to Pharaoh. In any case, the argument here is 
merely that an Egyptian influence is present – any attempts to go further necessarily 
descend into speculation. 
 
An Egyptianising “smiting scene”? 
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 This match is not perfect, as Horus was generally portrayed with a human body and avian 
head, not feet (Wilkinson 2003: 202).. Indeed, when treading on crocodiles he could be 
portrayed as entirely human. Nonetheless, the composite human-bird nature of both may be 
more than coincidence (especially considering the broader implications of the crocodile). 
7
 Admittedly later in date, probably late Achaemenid/ early Ptolemaic. However, it might be a 
sign that the Neo-Assyrian uptake of Egyptian motifs was proved profound enough for the 
same material culture to still be imported much later. Note that the crocodile on this stela has 
not survived, but the remaining iconography indicates its presence beyond doubt. 
Considering the strength of the evidence above, it seems logical for one to be open to 
other instances of “Egyptianising” influence in this composition. One contender is 
found but two lines above the previous example, and describes an apparent smiting 
scene: 
 rev.2 [N]amtar šukkal erṣeti banû terēt[i] āmurma amēlu ina pānišu ūšuz 
 šārat rēšišu ina imittišu ṣabit ina šumēlišu namṣ[ār]u [ṣabit xxxx]8 
 I saw Namtar, the vizier of the Underworld, who fashions the visceral omens; 
 a man stood before him, while he grasped the hair of his head in his left hand 
 and in his right hand he [grasped] a dagger(?)… 
 
The scene of the triumphant victor, usually the Pharaoh, grasping a captive by the hair 
in one hand and brandishing a weapon with the other is quintessentially Egyptian, 
already present on the Predynastic Narmer palette and subsequently common 
throughout the Pharaonic period (Śliwa 1974: 98-104). Such scenes are however 
much less typical for Assyria, where ritualised smiting is not emphasised. When 
Assyrians are shown defeating enemies, a much greater variety of methods is 
displayed (Barnett 1960
9
). While there are several cases which may fit the description 
in VAT 10057, usually associated with severing the heads of defeated enemies
10
, 
these always have secondary importance in complex battle scenes, and are carried out 
by non-descript soldiers rather than leading individuals. Thus, they merely highlight 
the intensity of conflict by introducing an additional scene of death alongside many 
others, without being symbolic statements of a given leader’s authority.  
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 Partial restoration based on parallels with a later line (rev.10), where namṣāru is undamaged 
and enough of ṣabit is visible to make it highly likely (the verb begins with ṣa, and no other 
alternatives are apparent). 
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 See especially plates 40, 41, 118, 130, but note that in all of these the motif is not the main 
focus of the image. 
By contrast, the smiting scene does have pride of place in VAT 10057: it is what 
Kummâ sees first and foremost, and a senior deity is involved. Some kind of Egyptian 
connection therefore seems quite possible here. Considering the chthonic setting, 
there may be parallels with the Egyptian Amduat (Hornung & Abt 2007), a New 
Kingdom text where several gods symbolically smite demons at various points in the 
Solar Barque’s journey through the Underworld. If so, it may also be more than 
coincidental that the weapon used in the smiting scene is most probably a namṣāru, 
which contains the same root letters (mṣr) as the word for “Egyptian”, muṣṣuru. 
Although the words are unlikely to be related etymologically, it is tempting to 
speculate that one could serve as a mental trigger for the other based on phonetic 
similarity. While none of this constitutes firm proof of an Egyptian link, the number 
of elements potentially linked to Egypt here does on balance strengthen the case. 
 
The black bird-headed man, perhaps atop a snake 
Multiple “Egyptianising” elements are possible in this line: 
 
 rev.10 ištēn eṭlum zumuršu kīma ittê ṣalim ana ša Anzî pānūšu mašlū 
 naḫlapti samti labiš ina šumēlišu qaštu naši ina imittišu namṣāru ṣa[bit ina] 
 š[ēpi(?)] šumēli ṣīr[a uk]a[bbis(?)] 
 (There was) one man; his body was black like pitch; his face matched that of 
 the Anzû-bird; he wore red armour. In his left hand he carried a bow, in his 
 right hand he grasped a dagger, while with his left [foot](?) he [trampled] a 
 snake(?). 
 
In the context of a composition with other “Egyptianising” elements, the presence of 
a pitch black man in the Underworld could be seen as reminiscent of Osiris, who was 
regularly portrayed with black skin (Wilkinson 2003: 120). Moreover, a face similar 
to Anzû would imply a bird-headed individual who is otherwise human: while this 
could conceivably be Mesopotamian
11
, it is also entirely typical of Egypt where bird-
headed deities like Horus, Sokar, and Thoth all have important Underworld roles 
(ibid: 200-203; 209-10; 215-17). If so, the figure might be a mixture of Osiris and one 
of these other Egyptian avian deities. This could imply Assyrian alteration of 
Egyptian mythology to create a generic partly “Egyptianising” figure. Although 
highly unlikely given the broadly Mesopotamian nature of the whole composition, 
such a composite figure could potentially also suggest a strikingly good 
understanding of Egyptian theology. In Egyptian religious treatises like the Amduat, 
Osiris could merge with the bird-headed Sokar (Wilkinson 2003: 210; Hornung & 
Abt 2007: 113), or potentially even with the bird-headed Horus through the life and 
death of a single Pharaoh (Wilkinson 2003: 200-203). However, for this to be 
reflected in VAT 10057, the compilers must have had a truly advanced knowledge of 
the nuances of Egyptian religion. 
 
Another interesting point here is that this figure is probably trampling on a snake, 
although sadly the poor state of preservation makes this reading uncertain. If valid, 
the description would be unique in Mesopotamian literature, much like standing on a 
crocodile. Although not as obvious, this may reveal another “Egyptianising” element 
– in the Amduat, the divine companions of the sun god Amun-Ra defeat the evil 
cosmic serpent Apep (Wilkinson 2003: 221-23; Hornung & Abt 2007), while the 
Egyptian Apophis Book, roughly contemporary with the Neo-Assyrian period, talks of 
apotropaic rituals involving the symbolic destruction of model snakes representing 
the cosmic trampling of Apep by Ra and his entourage (Kousoulis 1999: 176). Again, 
it may therefore be that several Egyptian ideas have been merged in rev.10, creating a 
single broadly “Egyptianising” deity. 
 
The verdict of annihilation 
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 As one of a variety of Mischwesen motifs; see Wiggermann 1997 for more details. It is 
however noteworthy that even these may have Egyptian parallels (Ataç 2004: 75). 
A few lines on, the threat of a “verdict of annihilation” (dīn karašî) implies that 
Nergal, god of the Underworld, has the capacity to make some sort of judgement: 
 rev.20 [lā ta]m[t]ašima(?) lā tumaššarannima dīn karašî ul ašâm   
 [Do not] forget(?), do not abandon me! (Then) I will not pass a verdict of 
 annihilation on you.  
 
One possibility is that this is retribution for Kummâ having allegedly insulted the wife 
of Nergal, which is mentioned briefly in the preceding lines (rev.18-19). However, 
the punishment does not appear to be certain – Kummâ apparently can still secure a 
favourable outcome based on his future behaviour. Thus, this appears to be a more 
complex Underworld judgement, and not simply a punishment neatly corresponding 
to one specific transgression. In Mesopotamia, Underworld judgement of this kind is 
not a major literary theme, but it is integral to Egyptian theological texts such as the 
Book of the Dead (Faulkner 1985: 27-34).  In Egypt, the judgement definitely 
concerns the deceased, whereas here it is less certain, with Nergal perhaps referring to 
a future judgement made while Kummâ is still alive. However, this could simply 
indicate re-interpetation of an Egyptian motif within an Assyrian composition, rather 
than altogether denying the presence of an initial “Egyptianising” element. Moreover, 
the choice of word, karašû (annihilation, catastrophe) rather than just mūtu (death) 
may indicate a more profound death verdict, perhaps akin to the Egyptian model of 
ultimate destruction, a “second death”, handed down only in the Underworld (e.g. 
Brandon 1958: 111; Eyre 1976: 108-10). 
 
The royal corpse in the Underworld 
The mention of a dead king in VAT 10057 is also potentially significant: 
 
 rev.22 [pagru]
12 annû ša ina erṣeti tamru ša rē’ê šitraḫi ša abiya [Aššur] šar 
 ilānī ušamṣû mala libbuš[u(?)] 
 
 This [corpse] which is buried in the Underworld is of the splendid shepherd 
 who fulfilled all wishes of my father [Assur], king of the gods. 
 
Ataç (2004: 69) has compared the presence of this important royal corpse with the 
corpse of Osiris in the Underworld; the god’s inert body with which the sun unites 
every night (Wilkinson 2003: 120, 206-207; Hornung & Abt 2007: 148, 179, 379). 
Initially, this is not entirely convincing, as it seems quite reasonable for an 
Underworld vision of  an Assyrian prince to involve a king. Furthermore, this king’s 
role in fulfilling the wishes of another god is not very fitting for Osiris; a very senior 
deity in Egypt. Nonetheless, the possibility of a veiled reference should not be 
altogether excluded, especially in view of other “Egyptianising” elements already 
being present. Indeed, Egyptian theology frequently identifies the deceased king with 
Osiris, and if the king in this passage does indeed represent a historical figure like 
Sennacherib, this could be an example of a dead ruler taking on Osirian attributes.  
 
The king permanent like a thread?  
To engage with a possible Egyptian influence here, a new interpretation of the 
following, admittedly fragmentary, line should be offered: 
 rev.23 [šarru š]a ultu aṣê Šamši adi erēb Šamši mātāti napḫaršina [kīma 
 qê]
13 uštabrûma ib[ē]lu gimru 
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 Note that von Soden (1936: 18) restores the opening word of the line as eṭimmu (spirit-of-
the dead; ghost). If this translation is accepted, the scene can be viewed as much more 
conventional from a Mesopotamian perspective. Ultimately, either restoration is possible as 
the first word is lost. However, the subsequent use of a stative from temēru (bury) appears to 
imply an inert entity which has been interred. A corpse seems to be the best match.  
13
 Note that von Soden (1936: 18) tentatively proposes that this should be read as bilti (load, 
tribute) and not as qê. Ultimately, the correct reading is impossible to ascertain as the tablet is 
heavily damaged at this point, but the suggestion of qê by Livingstone (1989: 74) remains 
The translation suggested by Livingstone (1989: 74) is as follows: 
  [The King wh]o from east and west made all the lands be looked upon as 
 booty, who ruled everything. 
This translation interprets uštabrûma as a Sͮt-passive preterite of barû (“to look at”). 
While this is a valid interpretation, modifying it yields a compelling alternative. 
While uštabrûma is entirely appropriate for a Št-passive preterite, this form of barû is 
otherwise unattested (CAD 2: 115). This is not a major problem, but there is also 
another verb, bitrû (“to be continuous”), which has a relatively well-attested Št-stem 
(ibid: 280; AHw 1: 132). If so, the subject of the verb can be the king, with the vowel 
contraction in uštabrûma resulting from a subordinative suffix following a 3rd person 
singular form of this 3
rd
 weak verb. In this case, the line could refer to his 
permanence, as kīma qê can also be translated as “like a thread” based on an 
alternative meaning of qû (“thread”). The resultant translation reads:  
 The King who was permanent like a thread from east to west, who ruled 
 everything. 
This can be interpreted as an all-encompassing thread simile, rare in Mesopotamia but 
important in Egyptian iconography, where pharaonic cartouches were seen as looped 
ropes without beginning or end, containing “all that the sun encircles” (Spieser 2010: 
1)
14
. While cartouches did not necessarily run from east to west, the idea of a solar 
axis was highly significant in Egyptian theology (Hornung & Abt 2007: 18, 359), and 
so the combination of these two features could be in some way influenced by Egypt. 
 
Discussion 
Overall, while some are stronger than others, the large number of possible 
“Egyptianising” elements in VAT 10057 makes it difficult to attribute them all to co-
                                                                                                                                                        
entirely plausible judging by the size of the gap and in view of the reinterpretation of the 
meaning of uštabrûma put forward below.  
14
 For the looped rope serving as an ideogram for the verb šn (surround, encircle), see also 
Faulkner 1962: 267-68. This provides further references. 
incidence. It is also significant that all potentially “Egyptianising” elements cluster 
together within the description of events in the Underworld itself, being densely 
packed into the first 26 lines of the reverse. While heavy damage to the obverse of the 
tablet means nothing is certain, the complete absence of “Egyptianising” elements in 
all other preserved parts of the composition does indicate clustering. This may point 
to a process of selective uptake whereby they were purposefully added only to the 
Underworld description, perhaps to give a more outlandish flavour. Indeed, it is not 
inconceivable that the Assyrians viewed Egyptian culture as par excellence 
“Underworld-focussed” in much the same way as it is perceived today. The far 
greater complexity of Egyptian funerary theology and preparation for death, when 
compared to Mesopotamia, would justify such a view and so might explain why the 
“Egyptianising” elements are localised. 
 
One cannot tell whether the cases discussed above might illustrate knowledge of 
purely visual motifs, reflecting exposure to Egyptian material culture, or to 
conceptual themes, indicating awareness not only of iconography but also of the 
beliefs behind it. The presence of the former to some degree seems very likely, and is 
highly significant in itself, uncovering the first signs of Egyptian influence in the 
Mesopotamian literary record. Conceptual awareness seems less likely. However, if 
present it would indicate serious engagement with Egyptian belief structures, 
including the capacity to re-interpret them within an ostensibly Assyrian religious 
framework.  
 
If the compilers of the Underworld Vision were themselves Assyrian, conceptual 
awareness would be improbable as it would require a thorough grounding in Egyptian 
intellectual culture and the texts needed to understand advanced theology. Another, 
more remote, possibility is that the work or parts of it were actually written by 
Egyptians working at the late Neo-Assyrian court – or indeed living in Assur, where 
this tablet was found
15
. However, while those people would have had the requisite 
knowledge of Egyptian culture, it is unknown whether they had either the skill or the 
permission to write literary compositions in Akkadian. Perhaps more feasible is 
misunderstanding or perhaps even deliberate twisting of originally Egyptian concepts 
by Assyrians purposefully attempting to create a composition with generic 
“Egyptianising” elements surrounding a scene of Underworld judgement – a theme 
for which such elements may well have been considered appropriate.  
 
At this point, it should also be noted that the Underworld description is by no means 
entirely dominated by the apparent connections to Egypt. Traditional Mesopotamian 
deities like Ereskigal, Nergal, Isum and Namtar are all involved. Morever, Elamite 
deities are present too, and are in fact found guarding the body and descendants of the 
aforementioned deceased ruler:  
 Rev.25 Yabru Humban Naprušu zumuršu nașrū ušallamū zērušu 
 
 Yabru and Humban-Naprušu are guarding his body; they are  keeping his 
 progeny healthy. 
 
Although not very prominent in the textual record, Yabru may have been one of the 
most senior Elamite gods, referred to in Šurpu as the “Anu of Elam” (Koch 1995: 
1961).  Humban was a very significant Elamite deity, quite possibly the head of the 
pantheon (Hinz 1965), and on occasion equated to Enlil (van Koppen & van den 
Toorn 1999: 433). Naprušu seems to be a preserved Elamite epithet for “great god”, 
with nap/napir meaning “god” and riša “great” (Hinz 1965: 353). At the most basic 
level, one may suggest that this presence of non-Egyptianising foreign deities 
indicates that the Underworld description could have simply been a repository for the 
exotic and the unusual.  However, one should note that these Elamite gods are also 
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mentioned, in exactly the same terms, in Tablet II (163) of the incantation series 
Šurpu (Reiner 1958: 17). This may be no coincidence, considering the 
aforementioned provenance of VAT 10057 in the library of an incantation priest 
(Köcher 1957-58: 87; Pedersén 1986: 81-82). In any case, the presence of these 
additional deities, alongside members of the conventional Mesopotamian pantheon, 
means that the significance of any Egyptian connection must not be overstated and 
that the text is highly diverse in its cultural references. Nonetheless, this should not 
undermine the potential importance of the findings discussed earlier.  
 
Concluding comments 
The presence of some kind of Egyptian influence in VAT 10057 seems highly likely. 
While it must be acknowledged that several of the potentially “Egyptianising” 
elements discussed earlier are far from certain in view of damage to the tablet and the 
scope for alternative interpretations, the overall number of possible allusions to 
aspects of Egyptian iconography and culture is too large to be fully attributed to 
chance in a convincing manner. Moreover, certain similarities, such as the god atop a 
crocodile, are exceptionally specific and a link to Egypt would be the only logical 
explanation. The fact that the tablet comes from Assur, a site known for Egyptian 
presence, fits this context well. However, the bulk of the composition remains firmly 
rooted in the Mesopotamian tradition, and indeed the presence of Elamite gods shows 
that it was open to more than one strand of non-Mesopotamian influence. This 
hybridisation of motifs in a single text seems a good fit for the multicultural nature of 
the contemporary Neo-Assyrian empire.  
 
Notwithstanding the above, “Egyptianising” elements have not previously been 
located in Neo-Assyrian literature, and so this development should be seen as 
significant even if perhaps not entirely surprising. Taking into account the localised 
nature of the “Egyptianising” elements, and their interrelation with both 
Mesopotamian and indeed Elamite motifs, a trio of interesting questions emerge. 
These are namely why “Egyptianisation” took place, what scale it was on, and who 
carried it out. Starting with who, possibilities range from Assyrians writing works like 
VAT 10057, equipped with only a basic knowledge of Egyptian culture but keen to 
interpret it as they saw fit, to highly trained Egyptians deploying specialist knowledge 
to produce theologically sound works for the court, to any combination in between. 
The fact that the tablet was found in the library of an incantation priest may 
potentially shed some light on the intellectual milieu in which the text operated, 
although naturally it is equally possible that the tablet was acquired by this individual 
after already being created and used elsewhere.   As for the what, the scale might be a 
set of compositions with Egyptianising elements, either altogether undiscovered or 
studied previously but never interpreted with this in mind, or VAT 10057 may 
genuinely be unique. Finally, there is the why: was “Egyptianisation” a court fashion 
governed by aesthetic sensibility, a political tool inspired by foreign policy, a 
theological enhancement, an area of professional knowledge for incantation priests, 
something else entirely, or some combination of the above? As research in this area 
currently still has far to go, none of these can be discounted, but it is hoped that this 
initial study will at least pave the way for further work in any one of these directions.  
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